The Weirdo

Chip Clewt, known simply as the weirdo, lives like a hermit in the Powhatan Swamp, a
National Wildlife Refuge that is at the center of a heated controversy between local hunters
and environmentalists. A hunting ban on the Powhatan is about to expire. The
environmentalists want to protect the wildlife; the hunters are oiling their guns. Then someone
completely unexpected comes forward to spearhead the conservation effort--the
weirdo.Includes a readers guide.
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An eloquent debate pitting human and animal rights against each other is both informative
and moving as this murder mystery/love story/environmental thriller. Editorial Reviews. From
Publishers Weekly. Environmentalism provides the political backdrop caskeylees.com: The
Weirdo eBook: Theodore Taylor: Kindle Store. Donnie Raymond is a typical weirdo; a mildly
autistic, shed-dwelling loner living in Los Angeles who is looked after by a kindly elderly
woman named Miss. When sixteen-year-old Sam falls in love with disfigured Chip Clewt and
helps him in his campaign to save the black bears in the North Carolina swamp near her.
Gumball and Darwin try to explain to her that society is a cruel place, and whomever society
deems as weirdos is condemned to a life of torment. Despite how.
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